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THANK YOU MARIA CLARKE
& MILLETS OF BRIGHTON!
See page 4 for details
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CANNOT BELIEVE WE have navigated another Easter! Last Easter some of you
will remember we managed to give over 200 hens to the HIV groups of
Nkuringo providing much needed eggs to supplement their diet and give
them strength. This year we are again looking for donations of hens for the
needy in the community. We are focusing this time on the Batwa Pygmy
community and the most needy within the area. You will see that some hens
have already been distributed – if your hen is not in the photos yet please be
patient – with no wifi and tenuous contact via WhatsApp it can take a little
while for all the hen money to arrive, hens to be purchased, taken to their new
owners, photographed and then the photos sent back to us. But do not fear!
We keep a tally of everything purchased and always get the photos in the end!
It is not too late to join in and purchase a hen - £10 – or even a goat £30. You
get to name the hen or goat and will receive a photo of the recipient! Let us
make this a bumper spring!
We did have some other lovely spring news
with the arrival of Proscovia Nabasa – a
daughter to Asgario and Auleria!
See page 19.

Obituary

Dorothy Augusta Mary Windon
13th February 1925-24th March 2019
NECS Newsletter is published monthly by Janet Duchesne
Printed by Chec Enterprise, Haywards Heath Road, North
Chailey, East Sussex BN8 4EF UK. For further information
about Nkuringo and the work NECS does please email
janet.duchesne@speechcentre.co.uk

On their return I will start work on the Go Uganda trips
for 2020. If you are interested in joining a trip please do
let us know! They really are life changing. Through the
newsletters you already know the people in our community
but there is nothing like being there to really understand how
much we can really help each other!
Until then – enjoy the newsletter and if you have any questions
on anything we have covered please do contact us.
Jan Duchesne
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Above Left: Easter Congregation
Above: Asgario giving speech on community

Of course by this time next month the Go Uganda May group will be on their
way to meet all our friends in the flesh! I am so envious as this is
the first time I will not be with them – but Steve will be and I am
sure the group will bring back lots of photos for the June
newsletter.

There was also some sad news as my
mother, Dorothy Windon, passed away at
the age of 94. She has sponsored Damiano
Turinomuhangi since November 2014 when
we first started sponsorships and over the
past year in particular, as her health failed,
the thought that she was still able to help
someone even at her advanced age kept her
going. Letters from Damiano were carefully
displayed by her armchair and she always
asked after him. Her final gift was to
leave enough money to enable Damiano
to finish secondary school. Thank you to
all our sponsors past and present for this
act of kindness in extending your hand
to a child the other side of the world.
This kindness will live on after you a tes- POSI T IVE
tament that love overcomes all barriers.
Nkuringo
Foundation
Nursery
and Primary
School

There is so many acts of kindness to others in this newsletter. Work has started
on the underground water tank thanks to the amazing gift from Kevin and
Jill Smith. We also bring some uplifting stories of children from All Saints’ CE
Primary school in Clayton-le-Moors, Lancashire and also those at St Mary’s
Catholic School, Crowborough, East Sussex – who join a growing number of
schools who work so hard to help others across the world. If your school has
been involved in any fund raising projects for Nkuringo please do send us
photos as I am sure the people in Nkuringo will find it heartwarming to read
about such young people working hard to help strangers.
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A HUGE THANK YOU TO
ROBIN AND THE REST
OF THE STAFF AT
MILLETS IN BRIGHTON

MORE HATS!!!

Maria Clarke is at it again!
Not only is Maria trying to collect money for as many hens as possible before the Go Uganda May
trip but also she has been busy collecting much needed aid.
She had organised to purchase 26 pairs of sturdy walking boots for Nkuringo and when she went
into Milletts, Brighton, to pick them up Robin, the Manager had spoken to Head Office who
added 3 berghaus rucksacks and some adult fleeces to the pile! To top it all, the lovely staff at the
Brighton branch Robin, Ollie, Morgan, Tom and Tony had all personally bought a fleece each and
donated those as well !
Robin is also hoping to get something else together - if not for this trip then the next one.
Maria has friends knitting hats, donating suitcases and collecting aid – she is a real power
house!
Can’t wait to see all the hen photos when Maria reaches Uganda! So lovely to see how many
people are happy to help others less well off than themselves!

The whole community loves a hat! With shaven heads and cold
nights adults and children welcome our knitted hats!
Above: Maria Clarke’s friend’s mum Kate is busy knitting her second
batch of hats! She spends her evenings knitting for Nkuringo!
Right: Karen Bonner’s friend Linda Manning has knitted over 40 hats so
far!!!
Below Right: Kelly and District loving Hands dropped these lovely knits
off to Janice Allan!
Below left: Anne Cripp’s mum age 91 busy knitting hats for Nkuringo!
You are never too old to make a difference!
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ALL SAINTS’ LENTEN PROJECT SUPPORTS NKURINGO UGANDA
T

HROUGH LINKS WITH Mr and Mrs Furlong
(grandparents of children in Hazel and
Willow classes at school), Hayley (the Year
6 teacher at All Saints’ CE Primary school in
Clayton-le-Moors, Lancashire) has become
involved in the Go Uganda charity and is busy
planning her trip to visit the Nkuringo

community in October of this year.
2 children in the year 6 class held a cake sale which raised enough to support the
sponsorship of Feredricko. Alice and Katie said, “If we raised enough money to send
a child to school then they would have an education and be able to one day help
somebody else, also it will help their family if they can get a job when they are older.
We feel really happy that we can really help change somebody’s life.”
The school runs a Lenten Project every year raising much needed funds for local
and developing world projects.
The aim of the project is to give school a Christian charitable focal point during
Lent and give everyone in school the opportunity to take part in fund raising. We are

Right: Hayley (left), the teacher at All Saints’ has been busy
collecting funds from the project and says she is overwhelmed
by the response. Hayley and her sister Adele (on the right)
cannot wait to see the impact the raised funds has on the lives
of the people of Nkuringo, when they travel in October.

always keen to support charities that have a connection or association with people
in the school. This year we were keen to raise money helping a developing world
Christian community and one which we can ensure all money raised goes directly
to that charity. It seemed perfect to direct the children to raising funds for The Go
Uganda charity. With Hayley visiting the community in October, she will endeavour
to visit all the areas the funds have been raised for– taking photos and speaking to
the people involved. She will be able to report back to school the impact your money
has had on the lives of Christians in another part of the world.
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The children were so enthusiastic about completing some
fund raising.
Before the Easter holidays, the children had raised the following:
Max and Thomas raised £12.50 with their comic sales; Edward
and mum raised £101 (with more to follow) with their knitted
chicks holding crème eggs; Maisie and Demi raised £55
with their Easter egg raffle; Alice, Ted and Martha raised
£20.35 with their cake sale; Milly (and Linda) and Lily
raised £323.81 with their pie and cake sale; Ava raised
£10; Lola and Emmy completed chores to raise £20 and
William and Amelia and after school club raised £50
with their cake and biscuit sale; Ben raised £2.50
selling cakes; Teagan helped around the house - and still is;
Caelen raised £4.50 doing jobs at home; Mason also did jobs
at home for £2.70; Katie sold her own toys to raise £15; Megan
made and sold cupcakes for £46; Ava raised £7 washing up, Connor did jobs
around the house and raised £50; Layla, Bella and Sarah sold crispie cakes and
made £20; Leo also made crispie cakes and sold them, making £110; Ted raised
50p for being on his best behaviour; Ellie and Tamzin raised £50 by running a
cake sale; Harry and Tamzin cleared rubbish from the local canal and raised £61;
Mia, Bella and Lola sold various items for £10; Jasmine made £10.30 for doing
jobs at home; Millie made her own Easter cards and cakes and made £24; Emily
and Amelia sold cakes and biscuits for £16; Edward made a further £40 with his
knitted chicks.
This gives us a total of £1,112.16 so far! This includes the £80 that was raised before
the project which was put towards sponsoring Feredricko.
The children are deciding where they want their money to be spent
specifically – which will follow when all the monies raised has been
handed in. I know there are several goats and chickens wanting to be

purchased as well as science equipment for the school!
More details can be found on our Reaching Out page on the school website.
http://www.allsaints-clm.lancs.sch.uk/all-saints-reaching-out-our-school-in-thewider-co/
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LETTERS AND GIFTS FOR THE
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Please do keep those letters coming! Those of you who sponsor or write to children at the
school you cannot imagine the joy they get at receiving your letters! Our Go Uganda trip
members bring back replies and drawings twice a year! Of course hens and goats are also
wonderful easy gifts appreciated by the children. Thank you!

In November 2018 I was approached by Maria Cowler the
Headteacher from St Mary’s Catholic School, Crowborough to go
and talk to the children about Nkuringo and my visits there.

SOLAR FROM
CROWBOROUGH

The children were very interested and asked a lot of questions! A day or two later I had a
message from Mrs Cowler to say that she had met with their pupil RE council and they had been
inspired to make this the focus of their Advent Charity during December. They were particularly
concerned to hear the children in Uganda did not have enough lights and so decided to raise
£300 to buy a solar panel for the Primary School. They came up with the brilliant idea of charging their fellow pupils £1 to paint a Christmas light on their school windows. This tied in with
the theme of advent as well as what they were raising money for. Throughout December the
children decorated the windows in their school with painted lights and amazingly reached their
target of £300 very quickly. This week we have been sent photos of the
Primary School in Nkuringo receiving their new solar panel.
A huge thank you to Mrs Cowler and the RE council at St Mary’s for their fund raising efforts.

Left: Kate Bishop
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FIRST COMMITTEE
MEETING OF
NECS TRUSTEES
A

FTER SO MUCH hard work from all concerned – and the valiant and ultimately successful efforts of Gwynne Furlong and Jodie Furlong – on 7th
April 2019 the first formal meeting of the six Trustees of Nkuringo
Education and Community Support took place at Chillington, East Sussex.
The trustees are Jan Duchesne, Steve Knowlden, Jackie Knight, Kate Bishop,
Mel Dolding and Jenny Aldridge.
A first meeting needed more than just a plate of sandwiches to kick it
off – some of those present had never met – although we all had Nkuringo
in our hearts. Gwynne Furlong and Jodie Furlong were guests of honour
inasmuch as we wouldn’t have got this far without them – and indeed their
ongoing advice and support is much needed as we find our feet.
Roast lamb, cakes make by Georgie Dolding (who is baking her socks off
to raise money for the Nkuringo Aid trip this October) and a plate of cheese
got us all primed for the formal meeting.
Nick Mitford was also present as he and Jackie were down for the weekend
also to go through last minute preparations for Go Uganda May/June 2019
which Jackie is kindly leading.

NECS Trustees are looking for both a
volunteer secretary/minute taker and a
bookkeeper. Would suit candidates ideally
local to Crowborough. Please contact for
more details. For details see page 2

Left: NECS meeting and lunch
Above: Gwynne and Jodie Furlong being presented framed front covers of the February
issue as a thank you for their hard work establishing the NECS charity

A lot of ground was covered at this first meeting.
Some of the most salient points in the minutes:

Jan Duchesne is Chair. Kate Bishop is Treasurer. Steve and Jan
will continue to publish the newsletter although contributions
gratefully received. Jan will continue to manage sponsorships and
donations to the Primary School and local community. Mel and
Kate will continue to manage sponsorships and donations to the
Secondary School. Jenny will continue to manage her current role
of footwear allocations to students. Jackie Knight is leading the
May/June 2019 Go Uganda and Jan is leading the October 2019 Go
Uganda.
Currently leaders pay all their own expenses. It is a lot of work and
from next year JD will explore the option of increasing trip costs by
a nominal amount to cover the air fare and basic cost of volunteer
leaders. Leaders need to have already made the trip. Jodie Furlong
confirmed she would be happy to lead a 2020 trip.
Currently the position of Secretary/Minute taker is vacant and will
be a rotating role until such time as we can find a volunteer to do
it. The committee also need a bookkeeper. Both positions will be
advertised on Facebook.
They are voluntary rolls and would suit people ideally local to Crowborough/Rotherfield. If interested please contact one of the Trustees.

The NECS Facebook page was called Go Uganda 2017. This has now
been renamed GO UGANDA NECS. If you are not a member please
do ask to join. It contains discussions between sponsors and
friends of Nkuringo as well as information on forthcoming trips.
We are currently awaiting confirmation of the opening of the new
NECS bank account. Once we have this we will launch the website
Simon Dolding has prepared – with a link for donations.
Jan and Kate are to review the cost of sponsorship and ensure it is
relevant and uniform between both schools.
The Trustees looked at the way in which Aid requests are managed
and confirmed that we wanted to remain a Nkuringo local charity
and further discussions were needed to set criteria for sponsorship
and critically for medical aid to ensure funds are put to best use
for the community. Jenny Aldridge to investigate advice to ensure
we always maintain a balanced and sensitive approach to giving to
respect and taking into account the traditions of local people.
Full minutes available on request. The next meeting is set for 9th
June 2019.
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WATER TANK

DIGGING BEGINS
Last year we first muted the idea of an underground water tank in
Nkuringo. Because of the costs involved it really was a dream. But
we have since discovered so many times that dreams are just wishes
that may take a little longer to realise!
In February this year we were given the amazing news that Jill and
Kevin Smith were going to personally provide enough funds to enable
us to build the underground water tank for the community. What a
wonderful gift!
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HINGS NEVER STAND still for long in
Nkuringo , funds have been received
and work has begun on this life changing
project.
Of course being an underground water
tank means it has to be located underground. In our world digging a big hole
would involve a few big digging machines
– but in Nkuringo the only digging
machines they have are men with picks
and shovels! However this does mean we

are providing welcome work to the
community. I understand that as I write
this the men are already down seven feet
and still digging!
We will bring you photos as this big
project progresses. Steve Knowlden has
already designed and had printed the
posters to go on the water pump building
that will sit above the reservoir and is taking them out with him in May this year so
they are ready for the opening ceremony.

Jill and Kevin decided to call the tank the
HAAPE MONKEY water tank – the words
being made up of the initials of their
children Hayley, Adam, Andy, Parker and
Emily and their granddaughter who they
call Monkey!!!
Thank you once again for this Jill and
Kevin – the community look forward to
thanking you in person when you come
back to see the tank!
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PLEASE NOTE

NKURINGO COMMUNITY VOCATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOL

O

VER THE NEXT FEW newsletters we are going to be looking at
each of the fantastic teachers they have at Nkuringo Secondary. This month we followed Chemistry Teacher: Christopher Nkamusima. He is also the Director of Studies. Christopher attended
Kyambogo university and earned a bachelor’s degree in chemistry.
He is from the village of Mukibungo and is 26 years old.
As Director of Studies, Christopher has to monitor the other
teachers as they are teaching and each day he has to give a report
to the head teacher showing how the school day went.

CHEMISTRY

If you would like to donate, please email Mel at melasizz@yahoo.co.uk or post
on her facebook page or the Go Uganda facebook page. She will then send
you details of what to do.

M A N A G E D BY M E L D O L D I N G A N D K AT E B I S H O P

EXPERIMENTS

As Chemistry teacher, Christopher
teaches Senior Two and Four. This
month he has been teaching Senior
Two about Sulphur and its compounds. In Senior Four he was teaching students an experiment to demonstrate the action of concentrated
sulphuric acid on sugar. One of the
school’s objectives is to become a
centre of academic excellence and
produce competitive citizens who
will participate in building/improving the nation. The chemistry lessons, along with the other subjects
taught in the school will help them
achieve this.

Left: Here he is In his office
dealing with the day to day
school activities

Your letters arrive

Classroom construction
The construction of the new classroom
is progressing amazingly. I am always so
impressed with how quickly they get work
done once they have the money to do it.

All sponsored
This month we have yet again been blessed by some generous
supporters who have sponsored more deserving children to attend
the secondary school. Here are a few of the children looking very
happy in their school uniforms. Thank you so much to all the new
sponsors.

Above: Here you can see Christopher
supervising students while they have
their supper.

At the end of each week the
students are given tests by their
teachers to assess their learning
that week. During the evenings,
Christopher marks the weekly tests
taken by his classes.
Christopher, like all the other
teachers at the school is very hardworking. He loves his job and he
is loved by all students. Apart from
administration work and teaching,
he loves reading research books,
the bible and listening to music.

Carolyne Tumukunde

Celestine Mugarura

Catherine
Mugabirwe

Friday Collinen

Dorothy Akankwasa

Grace Natukunda

Jonath Mbabazi

Martin Orishaba

Tank from Helen and
Tony Lloyd-Waldren
Currently in Uganda it is the rainy season
and this is where the water tanks prove very
useful collecting the rain water. This means
that the students do not have to walk for
miles to fetch water: they can just go to
the tanks to fill up their containers. In this
photo the girls are happily collecting water
from the tank that was donated by Tony and
Helen. Thank you so much!
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WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!

UGANDA
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A NEW BABY!

The Nkuringo Community Vocational Secondary School
entered a competition on Wednesday 10th April 2019. The
theme was Children for Sustainable Conservation and it
was sponsored by The Gorilla Organization of Uganda.

T

Inset: Dr Dian Fossy
Avove: The Trophy the school won
Below: A proud school

HE GORILLA ORGANIZATION was founded in the
early 1990’s to support the antipoaching patrols created by the
pioneering primatologist Dr.
Dian Fossey. It has an innovative community-led
approach to conservation. As well as supporting
ranger patrols their projects include tree planting and gorilla-friendly beekeeping which give
impoverished communities the opportunity to earn a sustainable income without having
to rely on the natural resources found in the gorillas’ forest home. At the same time,
conservation education projects such as radio programmes, children’s wildlife clubs and
portable pedal-powered cinemas allow them to spread the message of gorilla conservation to communities across Central and East Africa.
It was one of these projects that saw the Nkuringo Secondary School competing against
ten other Secondary Schools across the region to demonstrate how children could influence sustainable conservation. They did a drama about gorilla conservation and a poem.
To their delight and thanks to their hard work, our wonderful hard working school came
first and won the trophy! Victor, Gloria and Celestine were the best performers.
You can see from the smiling faces in these photos how much this win has meant to our
wonderful pupils. This small and relatively new school is proving that against all odds
they can become one of the leading centres of educational excellence in Uganda.
Well done everyone!

Colleagues from TUNADO (The National
Apiculture Development Organisation)
and Bwindi Mgahinga Conservation
Trust visited south west Uganda in
March.
The Batwa forest people were evicted
from Bwindi National Park and thus
deprived of access to stingless bee
honey, their ‘most important food and
medicine’.
The Batwa can Identify and track
stingless bees, yet do not know how to
keep them in the hives. Bees for
Development is now seeking funds to
help the Batwa people to keep stingless
bees in a sustainable way.

Asgario and Auleria were thrilled to
announce the birth of their daughter Proscovia Nabasa in March this
year – just before Mother’s day!
Proscovia is their fourth child and
the Go Uganda group look forward
to giving her lots of hugs in May
when they meet her in person.
Congratulations Asgario and
Auleria! You now have two lovely
boys and two lovely girls to make
you proud!

Fitmukeza Kaben, a beekeeper from the
Batwa community, shows the queen from a
just-arrived swarm.

RED BOX
BONANZA!
Our Red Box campaign got a major boost, thanks to an incredible donation from a
lovely sponsor in America, Denise Holder! A cheque for $120 was received into our funds,
which will go a huge way to providing all the young women with an additional set of
reusable sanitary pads ensuring their dignity whilst they undergo their education.
Thank you so much Denise and the other generous supporters of this work! We can’t do
it without you!
It’s not too late to support this campaign. Just £5 will provide a set of 3 pads and if we
could get even a small percentage of sponsors to donate, we would have enough money
to ensure the project is sustainable. I’ll take out the money raised this year in May and
will report further on the difference your help has made to the young women at the
Primary and Secondary schools.
HELP NEEDED -to the rest of the group going out to Nkuringo in May, is there anyone
who can carry on Zonja Bunn’s incredible work and show the ladies how to make the
pads themselves? Full details and support provided.
Please get in touch with me at taragarritt@aol.com if you could donate £5 to the
campaign, or could be our Nkuringan Sewing Bee!
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HENS

FOR THE BATWA
We cannot imagine the joy a hen can
bring! Hens lay eggs which are
nourishing food. They can also have
chicks which in turn can either lay eggs
or be swapped for other foodstuffs.

gnat.
Ati berem re officillor ati oditate di di
rernatibus
asimolo
voloHEN YOU eic
HAVEtor
nothing
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a hen is

W

a prized possession.
We have often brought you stories of the Batwa
pygmies and we know many of them personally through
our trips to Nkuringo. They live a hard life on a
reservation since they were expelled from the forests to
make way for tourism. We try to help them as we can
become self-supporting again – and hens and
goats are a wonderful way of giving them
access to milk and eggs and baby hens and
goats which they can raise to keep or swap
for other foodstuffs. Last Easter we managed
to give over 200 hens to the struggling HIV
groups in the area. This year we are trying
to give as many hens and goats to the
most needy – which of course includes
the Batwa. Some of the money has
already made it out to Nkuringo and
here are the happy faces of the first
recipients of your Easter gifts.
For £10 you can buy a hen and
name it and you will receive a
photo of the recipient. We hope to
have lots more photos to bring you in
the May and June editions of the newsletter – and of course it is not too late to
get involved!
Thank you everyone who has donated
so far! If your hen is not yet shown here
– it is on its way!
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HAPPY EASTER FROM THE BATWA

UGANDA

2020
Denis Twebaze, Headmaster of the Secondary School, was happy
to visit the Batwa and convey their Easter Greetings to all you
lovely sponsors and friends of Nkuringo who are making such a
difference to their lives!

NEWSLETTERS ALWAYS BRING A
SMILE

MORE SPONSOR
JOY!

W

E ARE PLEASED TO WELCOME Genvivah Tukamushaba to the Primary School thanks to the
kindness of Daniel Morgenstern – who already
sponsors another little girl called Judith at the school.
Giving these children the chance of an education is
changing the hopes of the whole community.
If you feel you can help a child to attend
primary school please contact us. It costs
currently £110 per year for bed board and
education with an initial outlay of £12 for a
new uniform and £25 for a mattress. You
can write to your sponsor children and
even visit them on a Go Uganda trip!
If sponsoring is too much of a commitment (remember it may be for several
years) you can still help by giving to
the medical fund or purchasing school
equipment, hens, goats and other
necessities.
We always work with the community
to ensure those in most need receive
assistance – and never forget none of this
would be possible without YOUR help!

It doesn’t seem possible to think that we will soon have to
start organising the Go Uganda 2020 trips! October 2019 is
already full and 24 people are busy knitting, raising funds
and collecting aid ready for their own adventure later this
year.

B

EFORE LONG I WILL be publishing the dates of the two 2020 trips. As usual
these will take place during the half term breaks end May and end of
October. We take a maximum of 24 people on each trip (including a trip
leader). Priority is always given to sponsors and friends of Nkuringo (people
who may not sponsor a child but who raise money for the community).
These trips are aid trips and each person will take with them two 23kg bags of
aid. Your own clothing will go in your hand luggage. We have a trip leaving at the
end of May and if you are interested then please do read the June newsletter which
will bring photos and accounts of the many adventures the group will have.
They will build a house for the Batwa, take children who have never seen a lake
onto a lake in a dug out canoe. They will make friends with people in the
community and join in the dancing and fun with the school children and local
groups we support. They will laugh and cry in equal measures and, above all, they
will leave a little piece of their heart in Nkuringo. Nearly everyone who goes on a
Go Uganda trip goes back. You will make friends and have experiences you cannot
possibly imagine on any normal holiday.
The trip is in two parts. Everyone
does “the basic”. We generally leave on
the Thursday night to arrive in Rwanda
on the Friday morning to be met and
driven across the border into Uganda
and then up through Gorilla in the Mist
country to Nkuringo. Those just on the
basic will return to Rwanda for their
flight home on the following Saturday
and will reach Gatwick that same
Saturday evening.
Those who want to pay extra can go
on to do an extension which includes
a water safari, a game safari, visiting
chimpanzees and staying in an Eco lodge
on a lake. Their flight will get them back
to Gatwick the Tuesday evening.
I will be collecting names for the May
2020 trip after completion of this
coming trip but of course am happy to
start pencilling possible names down now!
Just get in touch!
This would be an adventure you will never
forget!!!!
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A little poem that sums it all up
REGISTERED CHARITY NO 1181777

nkuringo
education &
community
support

Africa smiled a little,
when you left.
“We know you”
Africa said.
“We have seen and
watched you.
We can learn to live
without you,
but we know we
needn’t yet.”
And Africa smiled a little,
when you left...
“You cannot leave Africa,”
Africa said.
We are always with you,
there inside your head.
Our rivers run in currents
in the swirl of
your thumbprints; our
drumbeats counting out
your pulse; our coastline
the silhoutte of your soul.”
So africa smiled a little,
when you left.
“We are in you,”
Africa said.
“You have not left us yet”

						

ANONYMOUS

